**Hare Today**

**LEVERETT HOUSE NEWSLETTER**

**WEEK OF MONDAY, 31ST OCT 2005**

---

**IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS**

HUPD: 5-1212    UHS: 5-5711
Leverett Emergency: 429-3311
Mental Health Services: 5-2042
FAS Computer Services: 5-9000
Response: 5-9600
Room 13: 5-4969
ECHO: 5-8200

---

**Which Movie is This From?**

Coincidence?
We think Not.

"Use iodized salt to ward off witches, zombies, and old boyfriends."
"... what about new boyfriends?"

---

**The Simpsons Head to the Middle East**

The Simpsons has been re-branded in the Middle East as The Shamsoons. TV bosses have made several changes so that characters are more acceptable to Muslims. Homer has been renamed Omar and scenes of him drinking Duff beer and eating pork have been cut. Bart has been renamed Badr reports The Sun. The show's catchphrases including “Doh!” and “Aye carumba!” will stay. Dubai-based satellite network MBC is screening episodes twice a day.

**Escaped Prisoner Was Left in Charge of Jail**

A prisoner has escaped from a small jail in Brazil after a policeman left him in charge while he popped out for lunch. The other inmates of the prison in Mara-Canau said the policeman regularly left the prison in the hands of the prisoner, known as Cristiano. They said the policeman, Jose Wilton de Lima, had grown to really trust the prisoner, reports Jornal da Globo. But finally Cristiano took advantage of the policeman's lunch break by freeing two other inmates and driving off in his police car. Mr Lima, who has been dismissed from his job, said: “I guess I mixed up trust with freedom. I believed he had changed.” The prisoners are still at large.

**Cat Ran Off With Severed Toe**

A cat ran off with its owners toe after he accidentally chopped it off and then left it on the floor while he called an ambulance. Udo Ried, 41, was slicing bread in his kitchen in Luebeck, Germany, when he dropped a large kitchen knife onto his bare foot, chopping off his second toe. While Ried was hopping to the bathroom to get a bandage and at the same time using his mobile phone to call emergency services, his cat Fritz pounced on the bloody toe and ran off with it into the garden. Ried tried to get the toe back but after a few minutes he was forced to abandon the search to seek medical attention. A spokesman for Luebeck hospital said they would have been able to reattach the toe if the cat had not stolen it.

---

**Wednesdays this semester, 8PM, Leverett SCR**

HoCo Meetings! Go see how Leverett’s Co makes Leverett the best Ho. And maybe go this week to make sure Def Leppard is played 6 times every hour at THE 80s DANCE.

**Mon Oct 31, 8.30-10PM, Leverett Masters’ Residence**

Halloween Monkeybread! (Also, festivities in the dining hall during dinner. We don’t know what to expect but our fingers are crossed for HoCo candy.)

**Tue Nov 1, 9PM, Leverett Dining Hall**

HoCo Movie Night! The Breakfast Club (to get you pumped for the 80s.)

**Fri Nov 4, 9PM-2AM, Leverett Dining Hall**

THE 80s DANCE! THIS IS NOT A TYPO. GET YOUR COSTUMES READY.

**Mon Nov 14, 5.30-8.30PM, Leverett Dining Hall**

Student-Faculty Dinner preceded by a reception at the Masters’ Residence. Please note no students or faculty will actually be consumed at the meal.

Commencement Information for seniors available at:
http://classes.harvard.edu/college/2006

---

**Hotel Bans Kids, Allows Dogs**

A top hotel in an upmarket Austrian resorts has slapped a ban on young children - but is still letting in dogs. Hotel Cortisen owner Roland Ballner, 38, said the children were always badly behaved and invariably more trouble than they were worth. He claimed bookings had flooded in since he promised to kick out kids under the age of 12 from May next year. But he added that dogs would still be allowed as they were far better trained and didn’t vandalise his hotel like children did. His property is in one of the best locations on the St. Wolfgang, near Gmunden, on the Wolfgangsee lake. He said: “My guests have a right to quiet and relaxation without the noise of children. “In most cases where they are badly behaved though the parents are to blame, they seem to feel they are here to relax and wash their hands of their children’s bad behaviour.” Ballner said he had invested 2.5 million euros in his hotel and he could not tolerate “children drawing with felt-tipped pens on white leather couches” and other vandalism.
A Romanian prisoner is suing God for failing to save him from the Devil. The inmate, named as Pavel M in media reports, accused God of "cheating, abuse and traffic of influence". His complaint reads: "I, the undersigned Pavel M, currently jailed at Timisoara Penitentiary serving a 20 years sentence for murder, request legal action against God, resident in Heaven, and represented here by the Romanian Orthodox Church, for committing the following crimes: cheating, concealment, abuse against people's interest, taking bribe and traffic of influence." The inmate argued that his baptism was a contract between him and God who was supposed to keep the Devil away and keep him out of trouble. He added: "God even claimed and received from me various goods and prayers in exchange for forgiveness and the promise that I would be rid of problems and have a better life. "But on the contrary I was left in Devil's hands." The complaint was sent to the Timisoara Court of Justice and forwarded to the prosecutor's office. But prosecutors said it would probably be dropped and they were unable to subpoena God to court.

A Brazilian woman is suing her partner for not giving her orgasms. According to Terra Noticias Populares reports the unnamed 31-year-old filled a complaint at Chacar Urbana Police station in Jundiai. She complained that her 38-year-old partner reached an orgasm and then simply stopped the sexual intercourse. Police chief Jose Roberto Ferraz is investigating the case. Police spokesperson said: “We will look into it, we will treat it as an ordinary complaint and let the judge decide.”

Prison guards found themselves over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fied to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were over-run - when Prison guards found themselves over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were

**HAPPY HAPPY BIRTHDAYS**

November...

01: Nambi Nallasamy
02: Stephanie Schnitter, Paul Nguyen
03: Rob Grenzeback, Michael Kopko
04: Bevil Conway, Alicia Rodriguez
05: Catherine Shapiro, Michael Padgett, Joseph Murt, Bart Horn
06: Mary Farag, Taylor Lamme
07: Brent Frissora
08: Hillary Steinbrook
09: Matthew Schindel
10: Susan Hamilton
11: Jason Wood
12: Brian Scholl, Stefan Andrecey, Matt Winston, Stephen Joe
13: Brian Scholl, Stefan Andrecey, Matt Winston, Stephen Joe
14: Sara DiMaggio
15: Karla Morey

**AND THE ANSWER IS...**

A Brazilian woman is suing her partner for not giving her orgasms. According to Terra Noticias Populares reports the unnamed 31-year-old filled a complaint at Chacar Urbana Police station in Jundiai. She complained that her 38-year-old partner reached an orgasm and then simply stopped the sexual intercourse. Police chief Jose Roberto Ferraz is investigating the case. Police spokesperson said: “We will look into it, we will treat it as an ordinary complaint and let the judge decide.”

Prison guards found themselves over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were free to wander the grounds for months after breaking in earlier this year. But following the attack on the guard, prison chiefs called in the Department for Food and Rural Affairs. They were granted a licence to remove the badgers legally.

**Golden Nuggets**

**PRISONER SUES GOD**

**MAN SUED FOR NOT GIVING ORGASMS**

**BADGERS OVER-RUN PRISON**

**OW, THAT HURT**

A Romanian prisoner is suing God for failing to save him from the Devil. The inmate, named as Pavel M in media reports, accused God of “cheating, abuse and traffic of influence”. His complaint reads: “I, the undersigned Pavel M, currently jailed at Timisoara Penitentiary serving a 20 years sentence for murder, request legal action against God, resident in Heaven, and represented here by the Romanian Orthodox Church, for committing the following crimes: cheating, concealment, abuse against people's interest, taking bribe and traffic of influence.” The inmate argued that his baptism was a contract between him and God who was supposed to keep the Devil away and keep him out of trouble. He added: “God even claimed and received from me various goods and prayers in exchange for forgiveness and the promise that I would be rid of problems and have a better life. “But on the contrary I was left in Devil’s hands.” The complaint was sent to the Timisoara Court of Justice and forwarded to the prosecutor's office. But prosecutors said it would probably be dropped and they were unable to subpoena God to court.

A Brazilian woman is suing her partner for not giving her orgasms. According to Terra Noticias Populares reports the unnamed 31-year-old filled a complaint at Chacar Urbana Police station in Jundiai. She complained that her 38-year-old partner reached an orgasm and then simply stopped the sexual intercourse. Police chief Jose Roberto Ferraz is investigating the case. Police spokesperson said: “We will look into it, we will treat it as an ordinary complaint and let the judge decide.”

Prison guards found themselves over-run - when two badgers dug their way into jail. One warder was left with a gaping hand wound after being bitten, reports the Sun. And his colleague fled to safety after the creatures tunnelled in under a perimeter fence. Bosses at Category C Erlestoke Prison in Wiltshire had been powerless to get rid of them because badger setts are protected by law. The badgers were free to wander the grounds for months after breaking in earlier this year. But following the attack on the guard, prison chiefs called in the Department for Food and Rural Affairs. They were granted a licence to remove the badgers legally.
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